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From the
Editor's Keyboard

Alas, the Kodalith Comer is dying of a hru>"P1I'1lna
ness caned apathy. I had great hopes
ently the membership does not have enough interest in
it to keep it viable. No further contributions will mean
no further column. My thanks to Georgia Neff in Peoria
(and to Keith Johnson) for pitching in.
not
Several columns have disappeared in past
to resurface. If you'd like to try your hand at writing for
the largest and most sophisticated planetarium
ence on the planet, please let me know and we'U discuss
the possibilities.

The Planetarian continues its tradition of rapid
changes in its editorial staff. Jordan Marche's last column as editor of the Script Section appears in this issue;
Tom Hocking, of the Morehead Planetarium, assumes
the duties with the next issue. And Carolyn Collins
Petersen has turned over Book Reviews to Laura Kyro
of the McDonnell Star Theatre in S1. Louis, Missouri.
Both Jordan and Carolyn have helped The Planetarian in
many more ways than just their columns (and both will
continue to offer needed advice), and I'd like to thank
them both for their many contributions. Please direct
your thoughts about book reviews and scripts to Laura
and Tom respectively.
Jim Manning debuts in What's New, picking up from
Arthur Barton, who left us way too soon last year.
Direct new items his way for evaluation, please (vendors, note!). He will rely on your input for ideas.

LirE

HE D D
EQ~"L1

investigates the possibility of
extraterrestrial life. Explore the
number of stars in our galaxy,
chances of life on other worlds,
and search for intelligent life in
the universe. A science fiction
story about future contact with
another civilization weaves
through this planetarium program.

I'd especially like to hear from people outside the
United States who would like to contribute on a re2~1.clr
basis. It is inappropriate that this publication be so completely dominated by the United States, but this will not
change until people from elsewhere make themselves
known. Do non-UPS Regional Reps have suggestions?
to
And, of course, there is room for articles. I'd
ask that people who plan to submit an article for publication in The Planetarian please examine the authors'
guidelines on page 68.
Last (but certainly not least) I'd like to express my
continuing thanks to the associate editors who continue
to fill this journal with their contributions. They put in a
lot of work, and without them this issue would be about
20 pages long!
0
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Users Reconsider

A "LivingJJ

un ial

Jon U. Bell
Director of Astronomy
Virginia Living Museum
524 J. Clyde Morris Boulevard
Newport News, Virginia 23601
Last year the Virginia Living Museum in Newport
News, Virginia, held a uSummer Solstice Celebration"
for the public, the weekend prior to summer's beginning. We had plenty of summer-and sun-related activities for our visitors:
\11
live 15-minute planetarium shows on the "Summer
Skies"
• films on the sun and the solar atmosphere
III
guided views of the sun through #14 arc welding
goggles
.. telescopic views of prominences and sunspots,
using the hydrogen alpha filter system on our 14inch Celestron
III
equatorial sundial handouts
'" talks by Ellen Sprouls and Jim Sharp of the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum/Einstein
Planetarium on the seasons and time-keeping
• a presentation on summer weather by a local TV
weatherman, whose talk got urained-out" at the end,
thanks to planetarium special effects and a very
effective water pistol
.. a concert of summer music under the electric stars
by area folk singers, induding such great hits as
°Summertime," "Einstein the Genius," and ilWaltzing with Bears"
But the surprise hit of the celebration was a sundial
that I had constructed out on the sidewalk in front of
the museum.
Sundials are
fascinating
They can
the time
the

struction; and 5) serve as useful visual aids in any discussion of the earth's motions.
But what I needed for the celebration was cnrno~h'
that 1) worked; 2) looked good enough
museum director wouldn't ask me to go out and dis3) was
mantle it before the paying customers
big enough and simple enough that a typical visitor
could understand how to use it without requiring someone to explain it to them; 4) cost essentially nothing to
build; and 5) reflected the interactive nature of the Living Museum's exhibitry. The Virginia Living Museum
tries to use living plants and animals in their r'l1e,nl,... ""
and programs as much as possible, with lots of
on" experiences.
So it seemed obvious that all I needed to do was
design and construct something that had never been
built before. I needed a sundial that involved the visitor
in a personal, interactive way.

In terms of ease of use and
there is no
better sundial for the
than the horizontal sundial.
This is the sundial most
are familiar with:
find
it in lots of yards and gardens.
tal dial
with the hours
out from a base
gnoline that runs east and west, and it has a
mon that shoots up from the south end of the
at an
to the
latitude.
In

terms of
there
is no better sundial than the

on
be
beautiful works
of art in their
AA."'..........J"'-'"

9

of a
then at some
of
mon line the
intersect the
my dial
range of
(Tall ".....,."."'1""
end
by the base
Then if our human
mon looks on the nr.,.r" ...... ~
shadow from the
should be able to
IVA ......... " " ' ' - '

5
Figure 2: An ana lemma tic sundial.
(Dover Publications, New York, 1973) the author writes
of the ~rench astronomer Lalande, who "suggested that
one mIght
out the ellipse of an analemmatic dial on
a level garden spot, properly proportioned to the latitude, marking the hour points with beds of flowers and
incl~ding the central scale of dates-but omitting the
vertIcal ~omon. A visitor to the garden standing at the
pmnt on the scale of dates with his back to the
sun would see his own shadow stretching across the
lawn to show the time of day. Thus the sundial enthusiast becomes the
for his own ..... ,...,....~."

Wen, I built the
worked. In
loved it, the U""It,P1'T\,1"'t:>f-t:>1"'C
and the staff
how to construct a .. ,....• -.~
method of horizontal SUI10l,lil

Well, that seemed just great. And in
there is
already an analemmatic sundial, a big one, that works
well: it's in the parking lot at the Science
in Richmond. It's a one-and-a-half
palnte~ lines that was
Walter
Walton in 1981, and
tla~ro()le. But
a human
analemmatic
has two
it's
harder to calculate than a horizontal
and it can be
more difficult to
out how to use. What I
was a
sundial that
as an
analemrnatic dial in the sense that it didn't matter how
human
was.
tall
And then it
to me: what is it about the
mon on a horizontal dial that
tells the
it's not the whole on,nrn,(\n._fh~f
casts a
the
shadow. No,
is the style, that
edge of the n-nr.........".,...
shadow that tells the time.
construction,
style is the line that shoots up from
the south end of the
plate at an angle equal to
the observer's latitude. And what is a line but a
,.:11,
series of
IJU"U ' ..

So already you see the solution. If we can get a museum
visitor to stand on our gnomon
line, and then think of just the
visi tor's head as
10

3: t:;sjtabl~lshtml a north-south

g. From GF layoff along the semi-circular arc three
equal arcs of 15 degrees in each direction-1S
degrees, 30 degrees and 45 degrees each way from
S----;---------~~------~~---T

GF.

h. From G, through the divisions of the semi-circular
arc just found, draw straight lines Intersectm2:
at the points marked 9, 10, 11, 1,2 and 3.
i. From a draw straight lines to the six intersections
just found on QR-that is, from a to 9, 10,
I,
and 3. These will be the hour lines in the finished
dial for 9 0' dock, 10 0' dock, 11 0' dock, etc.
local standard time--if you will be
during daylight savings time as well,
just add a second set of 0' docks, with 6 am becoming 7 am, 7 am becoming 8 am,
j. Draw FW parallel to the 9-0' dock hour line
parallel to OQ) intersecting AB at W. This line FW
will intersect the hour lines of 1, 2 and 3 at
L
and M respectively.
k. From M layoff along FW the distances MN
to ML, and MP equal to MK. The distance
should be equal to MF.
1. From Q and R draw QV and RW parallel to CO.
m. From a draw lines through Nand P intlerSiectling

A--~~------~~~-------~~-B

o

Figure 4: Dial face construction diagram.
2. Establish a north-south line. (Fig. 3)

a. sight on Polaris, as you would for an
equatorial telescope
b. north-south line will be your gnomon
line; it should bisect the 15' square
c. use a chalk block to mark the gnomon
line
3. Construct the dial face (this section is
excerpted from Dover Publication's
Sundials, by Waugh, and is reprinted
with permission. (Fig. 4)
a. [using chalk,] Draw AB and CO mutually perpendicular intersecting at O. In
the final dial AB will be the 6-0' dock
hour line and CO will be the 12-0'dock
hour line.
b. Draw OD making angle COD equal to
the latitude [your latitude should be
accurate to the nearest minute or betIn our illustrative diagram COD is
taken at 40 degrees.
c. At any point on
as at E, draw EF
perpendicular to aD and intersecting
OC at F. The length taken for OE will
determine the size of the final working
diagram, and can be taken longer or
shorter as one wants a larger or a
smaller diagram to work with.
d. On OC layoff FC
to EF.
e. Through G and
SCT and QFR
parallel to AB.
t Draw a semi-circular arc centered at G
and based on ST. Any radius may be
used. Here we took a radius equal to
GF.

The FlaJ'1etuman.
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on the white
your feet in the correct
for your

up straight and look for
your shadow on the
The shadow from the
of you r head tells the
correct
use the red lines
to read the sundial.
yellow numbers are the
hours for daylight
time
[April-October]; the blue numbers tell standard time
ber-March].

s
Figure 5: The HLiving Sundial" gnomon line.
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7. Label sundial as in Fig. 7.
8. Do exhibit signage as needed.
9. This dial is accurate to at least within 5
minutes, but because of the variation between Apparent Solar
Time, Mean Solar Time and
Standard Time, there will be
the usual discrepancies

Figure 6: Marking spots for people to stand.
RW at 4 and 5. These are the hour lines for 4 pm
and 5 pm.
n. On QV make Q8 equal to R4 and Q7 equal to RS.
o. Draw straight lines from a to 7 and 8. These will be
the hour lines for 7 am and 8 am.
4. If you want to expand your hours to earlier and later,
simply extend 5
downward to get 5 am, 7 am
downward to get pm, etc.

5. The next steps will help you establish the heights for
your gnomon line's "style." (Fig. 5)
a. Attach a long
or cord to a nail; drive it into
the base line AB at
b. Using the string and a protractor (alternatively,
sighting on Polaris) measure an altitude angle
to your latitude starting at a and continuing
up to X. Secure
at X. This string is the style
of your gnomon.
c. With a
measure, determine several distances
between
style and the ground along gnomon
line ac. Half-foot height increments will give you
1... 10 scale
6)
dial
line ac.

found in horizontal sundials. Plug in your
tude correction and the equation of time whenever you read the time from the dial, to get accurate readings. If a staff person is at the sundial, the
correction process makes for a fascinating lecture
in itself.
We had a lot of fun putting this together, and are
working on a more permanent sundial that uses spraypainted lines instead of chalk markings-although
we're hopeful that we'll be able to find a sponsor who'll
fund a more elegant exhibit. The sundial has proved to
be popular and highly interactive, and because it is
front of the museum entrance, makes for a great "freebee" that interests the passersby in going inside to see
what else we have to offer.
Aside from the usual sundial
of telling
our
sundial allowed us to come up with a
couple of new activities that
twists:
How TaU are You?

. . ,.,,'llCy....... ""

6.

Erase any unneeded construction lines
GlO, GIl,
G2, G3, arc
QV, RW, BF, FW, aD.)

Figure 7: The completed sundial.

12

Most people
are; it's one of
commit to memory.
not sure of your
for

en""""",I.,,,

A,-''VA'AA'fo.

a way to double-check the accuracy of
measure, there's a way to find out how
this sundial and a watch.

own tape
you are by

Simply stand on the gnomon line, then consult your
watch (make sure you've got the correct time!) Then
walk back and forth along the gnomon, watching where
the shadow from the very top of your head falls on the
dial face. When your head's shadow intersects the line
that most closely tells the right time, stop and look
down at the gnomon line. Your height (counting the
shoes you're wearing) will be revealed.
The Living Gnomon

In order to do this one, you're going to need to get a
few of your friends to help you out-4 to 8 people, preferably of different heights. Now all you're going to do is
have everybody stand on the gnomon line-in the right
spots of course. Tall people head north; short folk go

south. (If nobody in
have someone sit down at
body
real close and sta:nOJmg
place? You and

To the best of my knowledge, this
it
sundial has never before been constructed.
not surprise me greatly to discover that I have
invented something that has been done many times
before. If anyone is aware of identical or similar sundial
constructions, please let me know.
If it turns out that this is "something new under the
sun/' then my next phone call is to the good folks out at
the Guinness Book of World Records ....

Figure 8: The HUving Gnomon."
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The need for a more brilliant

intensive efforts were made soon
the faithfulness of the projected
to the brilliance of the stars. More 't'ol"'oni-hy
have even been directed at eX41g~?:er'atlng
the natural
of the
in connection

In the

effects.

An increase in star brilliance involves two requirements. First is the
of very small star images
on the
the
of which should, if possible, be
below the
of the human eye so that the
as points of
(as in nature)
than as discs. The second requirement is an
increase in brightness.
It is not technically difficult to reduce the diameter of
star
but small images diminish the star brightness.
central problem, then, is to
the greatest
amount of light out of the star projector.

The classical fixed-star rmcuectc)r
of covering an
was solved
arranging
v'-n .'.....
projectors in a
globe.
~f'hl'JI'uCl.ri a dense packing of component
ODUnlUIn utilization of the radiation
be)~mmnlg wi th an icosahevu'u\..\.;" a solid havnc);:agc)ns and 12
... 'V . . . .

Ueslgne]~S

14

H

means using
and finally a
applied in
arri ve a t limits.
)"rl,::1Irt"l11"·<C>.

from tile classical aesag][\.)

The fiber optic projector
The greatest potential for brightness increase comes
from the fact that, due to the small size of the pinholes
relative to the opaque area of the star mask, the light
output of the classical projector is extremely low. In
contemporary projectors of classical design, the ratio
between the light used for star projection and that captured by the opaque areas of the mask (and converted
into unwanted heat) is 1:100,000. Therefore, the most
efficient light output will obviously be obtained if the
source light is directly and exclusively conducted to the
mask pinholes. This can be achieved by means of optical fiber. The enormous efficiency of this method has
been confirmed by mathematical estimation as well as
by experimentation. It is therefore the method of choice
for the new Universarium, under development at JenoptikJena GmbH.
While conventional projectors use lamps of 1 to 4 kilowatts, the star glove of the Universarium can do with a
100 watt bulb. Even if this produced a sky of the same

brightness only, it would mean an increase in en:1ClE~ncy
by more than a power of ten. But the illuminance
achieved is not merely the same, but is in
another power of ten. All earlier methods
small
considerably outlay, brought
whereas this fundamental innovation pushes
nance up by the order of two powers of ten. The translation of this principle into functional hard ware
of course, a number of engineering problems. The necessary engineering outlay is, of course, fully ,. . ."",u.u...........
the high gain.
1Y'nrni117£>c:!

Using such a projector confers several
a planetarium:
III

'"

ad'V'ar'taj~es

for

Use of the star projector in domes with reflectivity as
low as 30% (as are optimal for large-format film
jectors).
Representation of an impressive starry sky
with special effects which brighten the dome, such as
panoramic and laser projections.

Universarium from lena: the first projector designed to utilize fiber optics to represent the stars.

The Planetarian, Vol. 18, No.3, September 1989
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III

Further reductions of star disk diameters to increase
brilliance.
Dark adaption-free starry sky representations. When
visitors pass from bright daylight into the dark
dome, the period of dark adaptation is almost zero.
This is particularly important for short performances.

• Projection of the starry sky in very large domes. The
demonstration experiment in a 100-meter dome
proved the possibility of producing an impressive
starry sky even with such huge dimensions.
.. In all cases, heating problems are avoided in the star
projector.

A component projector
the new
introduced to the public during
lnt,ernlational
tarium Directors Conference in Moscow, in ~t)teln.~~r
1987, and during the IPS
in K1c~hmlon4:L
ginia, in July 1988. These demonstrations left behind
strong and lasting impression on the
experts, who did not hesitate to eXl)re~)s
tion.
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Lars Broman
Broman Planetarium
Fjallhavren 7
S-424 49 Angered
Goteborg, Sweden
The Futures' Museum opened up in Borlange, Sweden the 30th of November, 1986. On that occasion I had
to make a long distance phone call so that everything
that had to do with the museum could be properly
opened at the same time. About a thousand people
attending the inauguration listened to the call.
The. Kosmorama Space Theater is part of the Futures'
Museum. Surrounding the planetarium is a series of
exhibits, which forms a kind of 3D version of The Powers
of Ten. The initial exhibit is a mirror because in a mirror
you see yourself in the scale 1:1. However, by making it
cylindrical, it became a real mirror in which the
beholder sees herself not only in the scale 1:1 but also
with the proper right and left. Walking to the left from
the real mirror brings the visitor past a series of exhibits
with 1V monitors and then and models, each portraying a shrinking part of her body magnified ten times
more than the previous exhibit, into the skin, into a
blood cell, into a DNA molecule, and finally into an
atom.
Walking towards right from the mirror, the exhibits
brings the visitor towards macro cosmos. The first
exhibit is a model of part of the Museum, with the roof
and part of the planetarium dome, in the scale 1:10.
Through a hole in the roof the visitor sees an image of
herself, dressed like her, moving like her. The following
exhibits contain aerial photos (scale 1:100 and 1:1000guess it was cold up there in the little aircraft with its
left door dismounted when wejook the pictures!), satel4
lite photos (scale 1:10 to 1:10 ; the last one projected
onto a curved spherical screen) and models of the earth
9
8
(scale 1:10 and 1:10 ). The ninth exhibit with the scale
1:1 billion contains not only the earth, sized like a marble, but also, a little over a foot away from it, the tiny
moon.
This is the
scale where "familiar" f....."'·h ....,"''''
(like Sweden) are still recognizable, so it is the smallest
scale for
understandable map. Using this scale, we
wanted to make a true model of the whole solar c .. ,clfan'>
in order to show
vast the interplanetary
want to make a similar model, the
in the
27
to
ures are
available from ~tr,asenblUrQrh
In order to be able to

the sun in the model we had to go outside the museum
and into the city of Borlange. The sun is a huge
meters (5 feet) diameter on
of a building. Rn1'll:II1r\O"o
is close to the arctic circle, so we had to put a
lamp inside the ball so people-the inhabitants
lange-now can enjoy the sun all through the
winter. (Incidentally, the house with the sun contains Borlange's only liquor store.)
We put the planets in various places throughout
city at the correct distances (within 20%) from the sun.
For example Venus, another-marble sized planet.. is in
an exhibit in the city library, grapefruit-sized
is
placed in the railway station (together with
four
Galilean moons), and Pluto, large as a pin-head, can
seen at the local airport (where you will see it on
way to IPS '90 ... ).
Back to the inauguration! We thought it would
nice to be able to show also how vast the interstellar
tances are, so we wanted to include in the exhibition
star which is dosest to our solar system. That halP~~ns
to be Proxima Centauri, which is about one
diameter of the sun. How far would our visitors
go to see it? Would the nearby city of Falun be 'Dan~ •••priate, or Stockholm, or even Copenhagen?
To telephone the planetarium director in whose
the Proxima Centauri exhibition was about to
opened, I had to dial twelve digits. After a 00l.ll1)le
strange-sounding signals, someone answered in
lish. After some chatting
the weather (in Holrla112;e
a cold rainy November afternoon) I asked
what time it was and he said "Just past midnight". To
my next question he answered "It's early summer
Finally he
to me (and to the cheering public in
Borlange)
was placed in MacKay
larium, Melbourne, Al.llSU'a1l.a.
To be
even this
mately
but of the
the scale 1: 1 binion, the Ols,tar\Ce
nearest star is .." ..,........
reet
not
in the ~•• f.....
!I ...

L"l.lC"

..... ,. . . . ""'........... , . .,

h.olf"AU~ft

Placing the model of our neighbor star in Melbourne
of course made the scale model the world's largest, so
we wrote a letter to Guinness Book of World Records telling about the exhibition. We were too late for the 1987

edition, but the model was indeed included in the
famous book the next year.

(From a paper presented at IPS '88 in Richmond,

:2

4

7

5

6

8

9

The first nine steps towards the macro cosmos. Drawings by Lars Broman.
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Lars Broman
Chairman,
Galaxen Convention Center
Jussi Bjorling's Road
S-781 50 BorHinge
Sweden
Telefax No. +46 43 734 02
Coming from the European continent, you might
choose to drive your car northbound on one of the
European roads E3, E4, or E6.
Coming from the British isles, you might choose to
take the boat to Goteborg and then continue by train.
Coming from overseas, you might choose to fly into
Stockholm Arlanda International Airport, and from
there continue with a domestic shuttle flight, by train,
or in a rented car.
No matter how you travel, you want to be in
BorUinge, right in Sweden's heartland, on July 15, 1990,
because on this Sunday evening, still in full daylight,
the IPS'90 Welcoming Reception takes place in
Borlange's Technicon Valley.
The following six days will be fined with a program
that should give every attending planetarian lots to
bring back home, from wherever she comes. With The
Boundless Planetarium as the conference theme, the
organizers want to bring professional planetarians from
all over the world together, as well as to let them experience that the planetarium itself knows no limits to its
use. Here follows an account of the program as it looks
in the summer of 1989-please understand that it is preliminary and that changes are bound to occur.

commercial exhibition, the delegaltes
an hour and a half of highlights
the planet:arilum
scene worldwide. Monday lunch will tp~tlll"P--_~c;:.
all the lunches in BorUinge-a traditional SW'edish
After lunch follows first a
session with lectures
on European astronomy
and then
paper and poster sessions. Accompanying SPCIUS€;$
children are invited to a steamboat tour on nO~~1i"k'u
Runn. The City of BorUinge hosts the M()nGlav
which is followed by a Swedish Folk Music ",,,,,,,,,kn·..n.n
with dozens of fiddlers
to
ish Traditional Dances.
The delegates (and spouses) are
groups during
and
group
the
through
county.
ground-to
oldest In"""...... "" ....... '""
ancient Urr\e5'-~jH1,lns,rtnlgen,
is 365

rt ... ,.rt ..,rt

Conference Program in the Planning
The conference takes off early Monday morning in
the Ursa Major Ballroom of the Galaxen Conference
Center. The opening session features not only local honoraries like a Swedish Minister, the County Chief, and
the City Mayor, but also a distinguished Swedish cosmologist. After coffee break and the opening of the

The group left in tsOl~Uir\ge
an even more interesting

(Please see 1990
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Readers are
on this
for the

rernlf'de~d
l0""I"' ..........ra"'

...... '

INTRODUCTION

The following lesson
grade students at the
in
Methacton School District. As
the mathematics
students study the methods and reasons for
some of the uses
This
A\".U.UA'LU,

surveys, to ........ '-'A'H" ..........,
and Interr)retatllon
ent skill. must be learned
useful. The purpose of this
vide such practice in a
mix their love of
coordinate usage into a fun
after "Family Feud" and 'Name that
\.J.O••

a musical "due".
dents in Mathematics, Music,
or
Astronomy dasses. Depending on the
the students involved, they could help select the music to be
used for the "dues" prior to the lesson, or they could be
required to provide additional information about the
region of space identified. Students find the program to
be a fun and yet powerful method for practicing an
extremely important skill. Readers are invited to try this
lesson with their students and to report on the outcome.
If you have any questions or wish to discuss the lesson
further, please contact me. Thank you.
Please note, your submissions are needed and appreciated!

end of

coordinates
stars.
2. Locate on the plame'tariuln
projected on the dome) a SD(~1tlC
given the coordinates.
3. Explain the sirr\Halriti(~s
earth and the celestial coordinate
terms Right Ascension and ................

c;:.,{, •.:,t431mc;:. 1"11.0111 ...... ,' .... 0-

&4 ......... ...., . . . .

~plterrlber
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DATE:

TEAK:

NAME:

MISSION

P

E
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I
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CQocdinates

Systems of
CoordInates are used
locate posl·t Ions..
On Earth, maps may
use a system of coordinate~
as
latitude and
longitude to mark
positions of cities.
On street maps, a
system of coordinates using letters
numbers may be used to mark
position
of streets..
In the sky, a
celestial
coordinates
cal led
Ascension and Declination is
mark the positions of
ects.

In all of the cases listed above, the coordinate
lnvol ve two
18
to go
measurements.
One measurement tells you how far "up or
from some beginning point and the other measurement tells you
far
"side to side"
to go from some beginning point ..
ing
coordinates allows you to find the desired
Because
coordi nates
are
so
important,
opportunities to practice using them.

you

wi 11

various

Coordinate Exercise #1
Using the attached sheet of graph paper,
problem:

try

to solve

following

First, locate each of the points list
below and
wi
the corresponding number.
Second, starting at the point labeled #1, draw a line connecting
the points together in order.
Third,
identify the object and
wi
your
team
members. Were any mistakes made? DId anyone
a point "+11
when it was supposed to be
_II?
di d th i s change
result?
II

Pgint

CQQ(alcate§
# 10

-2
-1

11
12
13
14

F

15
16

D

17

N

L
V
V

R

+2

5

G

+2

6

F
E
E
E

+5
+5
+2

7
8
9

Coordinates
D
+1

-2

# 1
2
3
4

0

D
E

-2
-1

E

F

-1
-1
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Systems of Coordinates usually involve two or three measurements.
the case of latitude and longitude there are two measurements ..
measurement tells you how far "up or down II to go from some
inning
point and the other measurement tells you how far "side to sidell to go
from some beginning point.
Using both coordinates allows you to fl
the desi red spot..
A simi 1ar system is used to f Lnd obj ects in
sky.
The Celestial Coordinate System is based
on an imaginary ball of stars around
II
earth called the "Celestial
This sphere has certain points from
Earth
super imposed
upon
it ..
example, the "Celestial Equator ll is an
/
extension of the Earth"s Equator,
e
II North
Ce 1est i a 1 Po 1ell is an extensi on
of
the Earth"s North Pole,
and
e
"South Celestial Pole ll is an extension
of the Earth"s South Pole.
is measured north
or south
celestial
equator
(an
up
and
equinox
measurement) in units cal led
Ri ght Ascensi on is measured around
celestial
sphere
(a
side
to
s
measurement).
It is usually measured
units called hours and minutes but will
sometimes appear in degrees .. are u~~
to
South celestial pole
locate positIons.
On
th, maps rna:
use a system of coordinates such as latitude and longitude to mark
e
positions of cities.
On street maps, a system of coordinates us ng
letters and numbers may be used to mark the posi tion
streets..
In
the sky, a system of celestial coordinates cal led Right Ascension and
Declination is used to mark the positions of objects.
North celestial pole

Because
coordl nates
are
so
important,.
opportunities to practice using them.

you

wi 1 1

have

various

Coordinate Exercise #2
Using the attached celestial map, locate the following stars and put a
circle around them. Number 1 has already been done for you.
RIght A~ceDsion
05 hours 12 minutes
07 hours
minutes
06 hours 44 minutes
10 hours 08 minutes
04 hours
minutes
05 hours 52 minutes
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4. Identify a particular star or constellation by name,
if given the coordinates and a musical due (example
'Teddy Bears on Parade" for Ursa Major or Minor).
Materials: Star Chart worksheets, pencils, slides, transparencies, overhead projector, slide projectors, box with
slips of paper listing the coordinates for the given stars,
tape of appropriate musical dues (see sample lisO, tape
of "game show" style introduction for the ''Name that
Star" game, planetarium with coordinate projection
capability.
Preparation: The planetarium should be set for approximately 40 degrees North latitude. 0 hours of Right
Ascension should be directly over south. Students
should already have completed the worksheets on
Coordinate Systems and on Celestial Coordinates before
attending the planetarium program.

Possible Musical Cues
Constellation

Possible Clues

Leo the Lion

The Lion Sleeps Tonight,
Bea Lion
Like a Virgin
Virgo the Virgin
Auriga the Charioteer
Chariots of Fire
Canis Major the Big Dog
How Much is that Doggy
in the Window, Bark at the
Moon
Orion the Hunter
Peter and the Wolf (the
hunter),
Cetus the Whale
Theme from Jaws, Greenland Whale Fisheries
Taurus the Bull
Espana Cam (Bullfight
song),
Pleiades the Seven Sisters Girls Just Wanna Have
Fun, Sisters
Lepus the Rabbit
Jump, Here Comes Peter
Cottontail
Draco the Dragon
Puff the Magic Dragon
Ursa Major the Big Bear
House at Pooh Corner,
Cassiopeia the Queen
Dancing Queen,
for
a Day
King for Just One
Union of the Snake
Me and My Shadow,
Hands Across America
Aquila
The Eagle and the Hawk,
Fly Away
Cygnus the Swan
SwanLake
Lyra the Harp
Au Clair De La Lune
Pegasus the Winged Horse William Tell Overture
Pisces
Three Little Fishies, Swim,
Swim, Swimmy

Procedure: Students are welcomed to the pla.net:ari1Ilm
and the purpose of the lesson is explained. :;WL<tents
be. able to practice using the celestial coordinate sv~~teln
and also learn about the constellations and stars
night sky by participating in a special game.
will be divided into two teams competing to
team accumulates the most points in the 'Name
Star!" game. Explain the rules and procedures for
game as follows. Each team will take turns W(J~rkiln2
a problem. For each problem, one team mE~mll)er
take the role of "Team Captain." The person Q&II'lrV1i'nIO'
'Team Captain" will change after every problem.
team members can consult with each other on POssilble
answers but the Team Captain must
answers to the judge. Each problem will
two
First, they must locate the given star on the dome
planetarium by using the star's coordinates
Ascension and Declination. To
this, the Team
tain must instruct the planetarium <tuIOCU)r
stars to the east or the west,
ch()sen
directly over south (on the
Second..
Captain must identify the star either by its "nr'ii ... rirll •• ·",,1
name, or
naming the constellation of which it is
Twenty-five points win be awarcled
If it takes more than one
rect star on the first
number of points awarded is reduced by five
successive try, until the proper star is located.
star is found, twenty-five points will
~,(A,J:lj1"rtt:vl
naming the star or constellation
without the use of the musical
luI attempt at naming
ber of points to be aw'arcled
unsuccessful tries,
other team can attc~m1't
name the star or constellation
the process using a sarnplle nrnt',!o1l:'n
comfortable with the pr(~e<lur'e..
which team

west to
rules of the garne,
tioned over
then
star or
should be named. If the sial' or constellation can not
named by sight, then playa musical due for
star.
Each team should have no more than one
to

(Please see Secondary on
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horizon.

Atari Planetarium is a solid, attractive sky display
program that should please most naked-eye observers

and constellation buffs.
base contains over 3500
upwards of 300 nPf"'n-~"KV
and it shows stars down to
tude about 5.5.
The

rli~.nlalv

VVI·'OI..I.;),

m.fil9nl-

both low-resolution
and
X

it
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Even at maximum time .rr\1rnrll1"iP'~Qlr\n
cannot be used to demonstrate rl' ...£V'j.lh" such conas
for the time
involved is
You can,
do this
screens to disk and running them
L.Jlanetariuln runs on

Atari

or Mega,

view is the minimum 4.5°,
at the
scale.
Atari Planetarium is
$39.95.

..

Mon
Ori
i

,.

•

"':'\':"

s
Screen dump of Atari Planetarium's 36 ° monochrome view of the Orion region. The information column contains the coordinates (alt-azimuth and equatorial) of the mouse cross-hairs (right of center).

Skyplot
Reviewed by W. J. Cocke and T. P. Greene,
Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.
Skyplot is the most sophisticated astronomical simulation software package that we have ever seen on a
microcomputer. It features overhead, horizon, and starchart views of the sky. The overhead view is a planar
projection of the sky visible at your specific location and
time, while the horizon view is similar but oriented for
an observer standing on earth facing a chosen horizon
direction. Star chart displays can be viewed in equatorial, ecliptic, or galactic coordinates in either planar or
polar projections.
The program includes two stellar databases, along
with a deep-sky database of 1054 clusters, nebulae, and
galaxies. All databases are editable; their formats are
well documented in the 95-page instruction manual.
The primary stellar database contains brightness, location, distance, and constellation drawing information
for each of its 612 entries. Skyplot takes full advantage
of this information by allowing you to view these stars
from any direction and location in the Galaxy. The
apparent positions and brightnesses of these stars are
plotted as seen from this location! This is but one of
Skyplot's unique educational features. Like all star chart
views, this mode also allows zooming from an all-sky
screen display to one of less than an arcsecond square.
The supplemental stellar database consists of 15,383
stars from Sky Catalog 20000.0, complete to magnitude
7.0. The fainter stars are handy references when using
Skyplot graphics screen dumps as finder charts. The
stellar and deep-sky databases also contain a short
description of each object, which can be quickly
accessed with the mouse. All three ASCII databases can
be compiled into a single binary file that is read very
quickly at start-up time.
Skyplot is more than an amazing static stellar and
deep-sky display. It precesses and positions objects for
times between 1583 and 3000 A.D. These objects include
planets, comets, the sun, and the moon, in addition to
the stars and deep-sky objects. Skyplot shows the status
of all solar system bodies and can set the solar system
itself into motion like an orrery. You can find conjunctions and close encounters of any solar system body
with any other, including solar and lunar eclipses. Rising, setting, and twilight times are calculated, along
with an object's maximum elevation for a given day.
Also, you can set the whole sky in motion, with periodic saving of displays. These displays can be played
back later with the included "planetarium" program to
demonstrate retrograde motion, conjunctions, eclipses,
cometary passages, or other phenomena. The visibility
of planets, both angular sizes and apparent bright28

nesses, can be graphed for the current year.
This is not a complete listing of Skyplot's ~"",,,,·h,,..,,......
only a summary of its more useful and interesting ones.
A program with this much complexity demands a user
interface equal to the task of delivering what is wanted
with a minimum of effort. This interface is ger\erc:lUv
user-friendly if a bit inconsistent. Wide use
mouse and menus puts all features within
and
quick reach of the user..
The many variable settings are sometimes tedllOtlS
wade through, however. The viewing location,
and time must be manually entered each time
gram is run; there is no provision for saving this
as
a default, and this makes the program cumbersome to
use for simpler tasks. A macro language would
a
great deal here.
One feature we miss is the ability to invert the
of printed sky displays to correspond to
reversed views through certain telescopes.
The manual is complete, but it suffers from its ....... ,'"''''.',. .
tion from the German. It does include a short chapter on
using Skyplot in teaching. Skyplot runs on the Atari
and Mega series of computers with 1 megabyte of RAM
or more. Both medium-res color (640 X 200 pixels, 4 colors) and monochrome are supported, but we much
fer the high-resolution monochrome display for
plot's dense screen images. The color display has a
stretched aspect ratio, with icons appearing taller
wide, and its cluttered appearance is not very aesthetic.
The monochrome display, however, is clear,
and
sharp.
The program is distributed by Robtek Ltd. (USA)
was written by Frank Thielen of West Germany. Monochrome Atari machines are very popular in Germany,
thus explaining Mr. Thielen's choice of hardware
form. We recommend using a hard disk with this
gram since the supplemental stellar data file is
large. Still, there are no problems in running
gram from a floppy disk. This review is of version
(June 1987), which retails for $99.95.
In comparing the two programs, we can say
Atari Planetarium is certainly simpler to use but
not have some of the exotic features of Skyplot. In
ticular, Skyplot's magnitude limit of 7.0 makes it more
useful for the amateur astronomer or the professional.
Atari Planetarium's big advantage is that its
azimuth display is far superior to Skyplot's,
spans an overwhelming 90 degrees of the horizon. It's
also simpler to use, and thus we would
it
more for the star-gazer and as a tool in a high-school or
university course in astronomy for non-science
But they are not very expensive (Skyplot's street
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as low as $70); so if you've got an Atari ST, you might
as well get them both. They complement each other
Cl
nicely.

III

1:1

+

Skyplot zoom of Orion's belt and M42j43, with a 1 0 grid.
Compare the stars and nebulae here to those in your favorite star atlas.

The Information Explosion
The amount of information contained in the 19 million
books of the Library of Congress is about 3 trillion
bytes.
Magellan, the spacecraft recently launched to Venus,
will gather this amount of data during its 3-year mapping project.

The Planetarian, Vol. 18, No.3, September 1989

The Hubble Space Telescope will gather a similar
amount of information each year.
The Earth Observing System satellites in the early 1990s
will generate this amount of information every few
days.

29

Hallmark
Quality
the
Universe!

• Projectors to fit all sizes and applications

•

• Spare parts from Seiler Instrument
• JENA factory trained Seiler technicians at Seiler Instrument

Call Pearl Reilly at

1-800-444-7952 for additional information

I~EILEabRout JENA projectors and accessory items.

JIf\JJ\

170 E. Kirkham Ave. St. Louis, Missouri 63119-1791 (314) 968-2282

INS T RUM E N T

1-800-444-7952

FAX: 314-968-2637

BIRTHPLACE OF
MODERN OPTICS

SecretaryJ s
Notepad
Gerald LII Mallon
IPS Executive Secretary
204 Haws Avenue
Norristown.
Pennsylvania 19401

Finally as reported in an earlier column, as a
the last ballot process, the By-Laws for the Int,errtaUOnAtU
Planetarium Society have been revised. t"oJIIOliVlJ1l2
current version of these rules. All members are
review them. Thank you.
BY-LAWS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL PLANETARIUM SOCIETY, INC.
(JUNE 1989)
ARTICLE I-Name

The name of this Society shan be the International Planetarium Society, Inc. (IPS).
ARTICLE U-Object

On behalf of the Executive Council of the International Planetarium Society, I would like to extend our
sincere appreciation to the Eugenides Foundation and
to Dennis Simopolos and his staff for their assistance in
hosting this year's annual meeting of the Executive
Council of IPS. The meeting was held in the beautiful
country of Greece during the first week of July 1989.
The Council meeting was held in conjunction with the
Third European Planetarium Conference and many
council members also presented papers at the conference.

During the Council meeting, members received
updates on the activities of the affiliates, progress
reports on the various committees and task forces of the
society, and information on the upcoming conventions
in BorUinge (1990) and Salt Lake City (1992). In addition, Council formally received proposals for the 1994
IPS Convention from Mike Hutton and the Astronaut
Memorial Hall and Jan Dabrowski and the Oregon
Museum of Science and Industry. On the topic of conventions, Council also discussed the issue of Group
Travel to IPS '90. Many members have expressed interest in this prospect and Rita Fairman and I have been
working to coordinate such an endeavor. (Further
details are printed on page 54 in this issue.)
In review, this was an eXCUITtg and productive Council meeting. In future columns, will attempt to detail
that developed as
some of the other decisions and
a result of the session. All
members though are
reminded to contact their Affiliate Representatives
and to express your
directly to check on the
thoughts on the issues
the host for the 1994
convention),

The purpose of this Society shall be the coo,rollnaolon,
motivation, and improvement of an aspects of plCllneltarium operations. This will be done through, but not limited to, publications and conferences. The
shan
support and strengthen the activities of
and
future planetarium oriented groups, hereafter !'PtIP'M"d'¥I
to as affiliates.
ARTICLE III-Members
Section 1. Persons may become
as:

mE~mbe]:'S

of the ~"'1tl1...u

A. Member.
B. Honorary Member-Honorary mE~mlJersmp
conferred by Council in recognition
tributions to
education.
bers shan pay no fees, and shall remain on
members for a
of two years.
Patron-membership open to any
family.

or

D.

E. Institutional.
Society shall be 1"0""'.. ,......"'"
applying in writing to
of the Memtlers.rup
Committee of
Society for admission and
ment of dues.
A plaIletaril
may affiliate
the
application including a
objectives of the Society and approval by

of Officers

emruruauolnofMembern,hip
Council.

The President-Elect shall
and in the event the President cannot or will
any matter
other
the "' ....."'...,.,..,,'"
assume the
assume the POSltJlOn

Jlc:aii:KJj,l.

"'J'V'.a~... y

must be listed as an active member
on the current
list
the
shall not hold Inore than one
at

the same time.
The terms of office for officers shall be for
~""",... h,.i......... to the
lJrE~Sl(leJ'1lt-t~le<:t, bxe<:utlve ~~retarv and
on the 31st of December of even-numbered
The Council shall
an Elections Committee
of Chair
at least three
additional commiUee members selected from the list of the
members of the
before
1st of evennumbered
The committee
not be current
The Elections Committee shall
the
Committee for ratifislate officers to
cation and for
least four
term
or at the
biennial meetthe
occurs first. The balbe
October
before the
ration of the term of office. The
shall be
mailed banot. The vote count
on Decemof the term of office.
before the
the

shall

The votsix
weeks of the
mailed ballot. The vote count
mOlntlls after the call for the
Election.
The
declared elec:tea
time. The
and
==~=

mail as soon as is convenient.

......v'.......... u

The names of the KelpreselltaltivE~S
shaH be submitted

to the ~"' ..a.~W":r
of
calendar year
affiliate.

----,...., n ....

before the end
the res·1Je(~trv'e

The Election Committee
as described in Article IV of these

The elected offices named under Article
and the
of the affilifor
ates have each one vote at
the Chair of the
who shall not vote
to
break a tie.
1-'~,~t_i"·l".o(~l£1.::>nt

The Publications Committee
the Chair and as

Imlne<llat:ely after ass1uming
Nlee~nng shall be determined
written
The locaCouncil selection
be announced to the m€~mIJershlp concurrent
with the distribution of the slate of officers.
written
of the host
invitation shall be from the
Instltu:tlOlrl, and it shall be
before the av"..... l"~ rt,n
before
office.
... ' .... J""Ul4'''"

....

A Council ME~t1lng
the discretion of the President in agr'eerneIlt
Council members. At
CouncillvH~nng
the Council shall COllstlitujte
"' .... "'.""'..... at Council Meetn1.gS

shall be an audit of Finances of the
of
for
of .....

cruini2~e

VIbI"'.'........

The President alone
mentupon

name and
of the PubliCouncil.

1n111'1"n:::aI __ ittl,,I:)

~m!lb.

The
shaH be
an Editorial
Board under the surveillance of the
Committee. This Board shall consist of an Editor and as
Asslstartt Editors as ne4:essary

~l!QJ!:L:!:

The Editor shall chair aU meetn1gs of the Edithe
of
torial Board and shall
-.. . ."'............... without

~~~~

The term of the Publications Committee shall
COlnClloe with the terms of the Officers of the Society
to renewal.
.;:oU!l.Il,!;;;''-''

~~mJ~

The Publications Committee
to issue ....... '_ ..."'. . . publicclti(>ns

minimum of
be allowed for the return
ment to the
its aaCJPtlOn
ADDENDA

saints

present to the .......,,'........".....
The necessary ..... "........,... gUlCleH,ne:s, and types of
awards, presented by IPS to
and institutions.
b) Any revisions
gullae,nm~s and types of
they
necessary.
c) A complete list
all candidates for each type of
as well as its own considered recommendations.
committee must be choSection 3. The members of
Fellows.
sen from the list of active
Section 4. The selection of the Chair
should be unanimous.
~rniID.,;i.1.

those of a
grMter
rior;

mm4Sa1iU

more mteWJle1'lt
their /CnO'Wlerlfle
The aCC/lUlSltwn
sive.

1ntrol1uctl.On to

the committee

For reasons of
the term of office of
the committee shaH be for four years beginning at the

Science is always
r"1I'DI'lt11<1ll'1' ten more.

wrong. It never

!IIIII
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#9
#10
Marshall

#11
#12
#13
Bennett

#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#1

#20

#2

#21

#3

#22

ITUclnlght sun, harvest moon, prE~Cess14::>n,
ual noon, solar eCllp~;e
perl00.s; and the eclllDtiCJ
Phl"l.tnOT.::llnh'l in the Planetarium"

1"\01"1"\01"_

#24
#25
#26 lMi:lrCI\-ADI

#6
#27
#7
#28 'oJL"J".~"L" •.

#30 (Jan.-Feb., 1975)

"Using the Vertical Gnomon"
Richard Marasso & Charles M. Huffer
#31 (March-April, 1975) "The Winter Sky: A Fifth
Grade Program" Dr. George Reed
#32 (May-June, 1975) "Participatory Planetarium
Shows" Alan J. Friedman
#33 (Sept.-Oct., 1975) "American Indian Sky Lore-A
Bibliography" Von Del Chamberlain
Now that a complete set of the Planetarium Director's
Handbook has been compiled here at the North Museum
(thanks are due to many colleagues who forwarded me
missing numbers), I'm willing to offer a "reprint service," much as John Mosley has done with early articles
from The Planetarian. For 50ct apiece, I will copy and
mail any (or all) back issues of the Spitz P.D.H. to interested readers. This is a non-profit venture and is in no
way intended to rob either the original authors or Spitz,
Inc. of the credit from having produced this valuable
series of publications. I would simply like to make them
available to those individuals or institutions who can
benefit from the information contained therein. Appro-

Although a few of the
have become C1.nrnplMh;~t
outdated, most retain valuable astronomical COllcepts
that are unlikely to ever
that
encourage especially
t~n... 'ill!:all" with this 1rnlr'\n"'.~"'\.
tion. Libraries may
in this
It It

*

II-

II-

*

With the exception of tuttWilng
next Script Contest, I'll be stenDltnQ:
tion Editor after this column.
bility to another
Hocking of the MC)relleaa
lina. Please give him
script topics may . . .n"'\h1r'lna
deserve in the IPS

Second Biennial
Script Contest
Call for Scripts
The Second Biennial Eugenides Foundation Script Contest is
contest's purpose is to recognize excellence among our
"Most Creative Public Show Script." It will be conducted . . . . . ,. " ...A., ......
of judging (three new independent referees, who will
rules of submission previously published (The
one exception. I have decided that only one
time, to (a) encourage greater participation from
make it easier on the volunteer judges. Now that our
tion, its validity, and is better known to larger
confident that we can succeed again.
Entries must be submitted to me at the
through December 31, 1989, and will be passed
names removed) early in 1990. Judging is expected to
(or before), and the se~ond awards ceremony
Sweden. Let us again thank Mr. Dennis Simopoulos
their continuing support of this contest. I encourage
ting their best work.

GREAT LAKES

pnnte~d

in
ward it to me at
Serve
The final deadline for submissions into
KOl11nctup for the next issue
1989. Please mark

etarians
Please note that we
the Associazione Amid Dei Planetari-the
PLANETARIA'S FRIENDS ASSOCIATION
",H·ill'",1~a

We are "'".........""...........,,1 ... p.lea:seo
and are .......",." . . . n- fr~V'·ur!:lV'rt

Thank

contributions and "'" . . . """"'"'.,,4-11

for

OF MEXICAN

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No W"""',"",""lI".· Terence
EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No

Dennis Sirn01D01Jlos. n~pr,ese~nt(lti"\ire

mer.

Parkland Communi ty College in Champaign, Illinois.
Conference highlights will include a talk by Randii
head of the JPL Science Sequence Team for the
Voyager encounter with Neptune, several invited
papers, workshops, an eye-popping 3-video projector
demonstration by the National Center of Supercomputing Applications, and panel discussions. The Armand
N. Spitz Lecture will be given by Dr. Roy A. Gallant, science author, editor and teacher. Early registrations
received by September 15th is $45 per person. The late
registration fee is $65 per person. For further information, contact David Linton, Planetarium Director, Staerkel Planetarium, Parkland Community College, Champaign, Illinois 61821-1899.
The Henry Crown Space Center at Chicago'S Museum
of Science and Industry is currently running To the
Limit, an Omnimax film about the human body and its
capabilities. This film is the first product of the Museum
Film Network, a consortium of 13 museums.
The Lakeview Planetarium in Peoria, Illinois recently
hosted a Cosmic Science Exploration series with the
local Girl Scout Council. Approximately 300 Girl Scouts
were in attendance on three Saturdays to learn of the
career possibilities in science and math that are open to
women, hear a talk by shuttle astronaut, Dr. Linda Godwin, and participate in numerous workshops.

The

Planetarium in
reclpelled and is culrerltlv insi:aUing
Qm~tPlm for a return to o~~raltiorlS

Gerald Welsh has
way Planetarium in Flint, Mi,chigalil. MlICl1lael Gardl\er
has been named the new director.
Gloria RaU, fonnerly of the Erie Hisitorical
and Planetarium, has accepted the IVV'''''U.''''''''''
ium Director at the Newark Museum in Npwark.
Jersey.
GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM
(GPPA)

.nI...:JII ..:JJ'-',_.II...nJl.

The 1989 GPP A
will be held at
Mueller Planetarium located at the
Nebraska in Lincoln, October 12 .. h ......... " ..h 14. The "'.,."...."',.._enre host will be Jack Dunn.
should
be in to Jack by
25th.
additional infonnation, contact Jack at: Mueller
210 Morrin
Hall, University of
Nebraska 68588.
The St. Louis :,clen(~e
ties in conjunction with

ASTRONOMER - EDUCATOR
Gates Planetarium, a department of the Denver Museum of Natural
seeking an experienced person to serve as a full time staff astronomer.
Applicants are required to have:
1) MS Degree in Astronomy or BS Degree in
Astronomy with the appropriate additional
experience
2) BS Degree in Education or equivalent
experience.
3) Experience in operating and maintaining an
observatory.
4) Five years applicable experience preferably
at a major planetarium
5) Excellent verbalization and writing skills.

Gates Planetarium facilities consist of:
1) Fifty foot theater with 232
concentric seats.
2) A Minolta Series IV star projector.
3) RA Gray automated computer
system which controls approximately
160 specialized projectors.
4) The use of an observatory with a
60 seat classroom in the beautiful
Rocky Mountains.

Gates Planetarium is located approximately 3 miles from down town Denver in beautiful City Park.
Applicants should submit a resume with experience and salary history to: Robert Wallace,
Planetarium Director, Gates Planetarium, 2001 Colorado Blvd., Denver, CO 80205.
The Museum is an AA/EED employer. Applications will be received through October 1,1989.
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For additional mtonnatIon, ""-. ... t·",,,,+·
IPS'90 Galaxen
255-781

ITALIAN

1l"I<'\£:t.OH".. .....

of the Italian Planetaria's
1989 in

PACIFIC PLANETARIUM '""'.-. . ""9'0._" ....
conference at Yosemite
1989. Conference

£UJ;.AUA,F.,'

are now more than 40

""'I ....'no·~.., ....

The PPA

The Modena Planetarium was
and contains
ZKP
150

The
PLANETARIUM ....... ~.-."' "o.
uzam:lm,4 25128 BresNo
MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM SOCIETYPlanetarium
ConferThe Benedum Natural
West VirFor "'rllrlI.i-."" .......
at the address listed at the
ROUNDUP

be'~nnif1Lg

_'-J·IL.o ....Il'l'li

'111'- DJlI"IJ.ll.'iI.-

PLANETARIUM

Dr. Lars Broman reminds
InterrlattOfl4EU Planetarium ~"",".nl"', n1ee~tIng
15-19 at the Futures' Museum in U~.~I;';w~~~ Sweden.

'''In,,.a~..... n.tliI"It'

abstracts in
1, 1989. Authors

are invited
abstracts will be

",,",,,'£lor-tar!

Ian

......

ASSOCIATION-

SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARI..
UM5-<SWAP)

The Sudekum Planetarium at the Cumberland Science Museum in Nashville, Tennessee will undergo
some minor renovations this fall as part of an overall
museum expansion. Current plans caU for the remodeling of existing production spaces including a new
sound studio, consolidation of slide preparation and
photography areas, and some renovations in the art
department. The planetarium theater will receive sound
absorbent wall carpet to hide existing concrete block
and minor reconfigurations to the projection galleries.

SW AP member, John Williams of Astral l.lPro1JecitioilS
finished his collaboration with Wade Weaver
Dilulo of Fort Worth on their educational
Solar System ... A New Look.
finished proJect
vides a nice teaching tool for students from
grade and up.

SOUTHEAST
(SEPA)

PLANETARIUM

SEPA members braved a partly swamped planetarium and the remains of tropical storm Allison to attend
the 1989 Southeastern Planetarium Association Conference in Lafayette, Louisiana. Highlights included a talk
by Dr. Daniel Whitmire of the University of Southwestern Louisiana on the future of the outer solar system as
the sun evolves; Lafayette's fine restaurants; a tour of
the Stennis Space Center; a dinner address by Dr. Matt
Siebel of the University of New Orleans (formerly director of the Michoud Assembly Facility); and a particularly good assortment of papers and workshops.
Other SEPA members who hosted activities at their
facilities during the conference were Isadore Inman of
the St. Martin Parish Planetarium and Mark Trotter of
the Louisiana Nature and Science Center Planetarium.
planeThe 1990 SEPA conference will be held at
tarium located at Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond, Kentucky.

Byran Snow, of the San Antonio _"-"uo;;;~~~ l.lPjlaneta.nulm,
served as a consultant at University of
at Lit..
tle Rock's Planetarium for their new
automation system.
Two new SWAP standing committees were ..,""lI'Tnt5..-1
during the SWAP Conference in San Angelo.
membership committee will encourage
solicit new members, both individual and
The me:mbersJhip
Mark :;O:nnltag
committee is composed of
of Angelo State University
and ~f"-II:::lI"'(lrp
board members Bow Walker of
Hudnall PlanetarDisium and Steven Zavruney of the Don
covery Center Planetarium. The
Committee will assist the conference host and is ch,ureQ
by the past president, Barbara Baber of the
Jones Planetarium, and includes
conference
of
Mark Sonntag and
Planetarium.
SWAP IPS Kep;reSE~ntative
Park Planetarium
of the Grand Prairie 1.5.0. Planetarium
attended the IPS Council
Greece.

'il"OA",on.lb"l'

Portable Planetaria, Unite!
After many discussions with IPS members, other
portable users, and vendors, I have come to the conclusion that it would be a major contribution to IPS and
other portable users to develop a file containing
descriptions of various portables on the market, a list of
all known portables around the world, a giant collection
locations, and designs
of programs being used at
or catalogs of affordable technology for use in portables.
Please send materials for our file and let me know if
there is a special project you want us to attempt as a
group, or indicate any specific area you need help with
at your location.
Sue Reynolds
IPS Coordinator for Portable Planetaria
OCMBOCES
6820 Thompson Rd.,
PO Box 4754
Syracuse, New York 13221
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Even more purposeless, more void
which Science
our
anywhere, our
must he:ntCett.JrwariJ
man is the vr(Jlo.'Ulct
end
were achtevl[n~;
his loves and his
locations
thought
feeling, can preserve an individual Ufe
the grave; that all the labors of
the inspiration, all
are destined to extinction in
vast death of the solar
and that the whole temple of man's achievement must lne'l'11l11.bly be buried beneath the debris
universe in
There are infinite possibilities of error, and more
up unfashionable errors than unfashionable truths.
If fifty million people say a fooling thing, it is still a
thing.
41
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WHERE IS THE ASTRONOMY?

and the Pine Mountain
fabulous choices!

Looks as if it will definitely be at the Tycho Brahe Planetarium in Copenhagen! A state-of-the
Zeiss computer-controlled star projector, will be opened to the
Universe this month. Vice-manager Bjorn Jorgensen
reported at the European Planetarium Conference on
the
of the tilt-dome OMNlMAX theater in conlUf\Ctl.on with the
Astronomy courses will
held in
and in other towns throughout
s~~«u courses will be arranged for those
who are unable to attend classes at the various study
centers. All final examinations win be held at the Planetarium
The TYCHO BRAHE PLANETARIUM
win function as an astronomical information center
with information concerning the .....
'-1 planetan1um
other
news
from a
base. The information will be made available to the
and to the many
throule:h()ut the counThe

AND THE WINNERS ARE:

40...... £" ....

KUOOS:

To
and
can

~atnU~el

KNOW:

Hon
mances,
science teachers and ....... "'Ir .....,nr
in their battles ag,un:,t c:"............
OR

I"'.o

IN 1994?

111'1·,"'""',",,,,1

)h~pr"\Jr~U\rv

for side

AND BEHIND EVERY MAN:

est!
in a hat!
Grand Prairie I.S.D. Pla,neltarilunrl,

the national cUI'nCultllmt
flare when . . ~I..........
M
one
look
Hall's
homemade ties look like? .....You cannot see Terence
when he is standing behind Dennis' console at
the Eugenides Planetarium (the suggestion was made
for him to stand on Don Hall's shoulders)! ..... The Planetarium Show Network has disbanded ......Science Place
2, Dallas, is looking for a Planetarium Manager (contact
Bell
Lars
John Cotton for information) .....What
Broman look like in a Born To Be Wild i-shirt? ..... What
Panek and Tytti Sutela, Verne Theater Planetarium, did without their luggage in Athens? ..... The best
sunburns at the European Planetarium Conference were
worn by Paul Oles, Head Planetarium, Rita Fairman,
Akima Planetarium, and Marie Radbo, Gothenberg
Mobile Planetarium?

handmade models of famous rOI~KE:~tS.
space
shuttles from eastern and western countries.
and
models in the scales 1:
the finest known materials like
OUf new collection

A .. U . . .

.1.7 ............" ' . , . . ....

TO DENNIS SIMOPOULOS:
May I write for all those attending

European Plane-
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Please inform us of
Further models on
personal wishes. Write for our brand new, '-In.'''''''''''''''
brochure
Models 1989! Order now: the
20th
official "NASA
1969-1989" •
Send mte:rnaltional

THE DIGISTAR UNIVE

A new experience for your plan
DIGISTAR is the world's
first and only planetarium and
space theater projection system
based on sophisticated computer
graphics. Instead of mechanical
components, DIGISTAR relies
on computer graphics to project
standard planetarium features,
plus special effects that are totally
unique to DIGISTAR.
A COMPLETE,
EXPANDABLE SYSTEM
DIGISTAR is delivered with
all of the hardware and software
required to generate images and
project them onto a dome. The
system features an extensive
software package that can be
easily updated and expanded.
Some of the standard DIGISTAR
features include:
• 3-D outlines of 88
constellations
• Travel through space and
time, spatially flying through
400 parsecs
• Proper motion of the stars and
constellations one million
years into the future or past
• Instant positioning from the
current sky to any other sky in
the past or future
• Alternate skies-Gamma Ray,
X-Ray, Radio and Infrared
• Meteors, galaxies and special
effects
• Sun, planets and their moons,
comets and asteroids with
their motions accurately computed using a Keplerian model
• 3-D drawing package to create
your own effects
• Extensive users library-free
to all DIGISTAR owners

4

St. Louis skyline presented by

DIGISTAR With DIGISTAR, your planetarium visitors can fly through a computer data base of your city or through
the DIGISTAR universe. Created by HOK
Computer Service Corp., SI. Louis, Mo.
4 The DIGISTAR installation at the
McDonnell Star Theater at the Sf. Louis
Science Center, The DIGISTAR projector
lens can be seen in the projection pit in
the center of the star theater and always
projects from below the springline of the
dome.

DIGISTAR USERS
GROUP
All DIGISTAR owners
belong to the DIGISTAR Users
Group. This provides an efficient
and economical way to share
information, and to exchange
special effects. , . at no charge!
No other planetarium system
can offer this powerful way to
expand instrument capabilities
and horizons.
4

drawing of a proposed NASA

space station created on DIGISTAR.

Special effects let your
planetarium visitors explore
more than astronomy. Molecules
and chemical designs may b~pro
jeeted on the dome bigget than
life; engineering and scientific
designs can be displayed, then
rotated, panned and zoomed, to
study, to educate and to entertain. A variety of other data bases
and special effects can be displayed and manipulated, in real
time. DIGISTAR is truly unique
because what you create and project on the dome of your planetarium is limited only by your
imagination. Learn how you can
bring a new universe ... the
DIGISTAR Universe ... to
your planetarium.
For more information, call
Jeri Panek, DIGISTAR sales.

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
A An Interior view of the Omniversum
Space Theater in The Hague, Nether-

580 Arapeen Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Telephone: (801) 582-5847

lands. The DIGISTAR projector is located
In the center of the star theater, permitting an unobstructed view of the entire

maneuvering unit (MMU)

dome and providing maximum seating

used by NASA astronauts' to perform a

capacity

variety of tasks in space.

(1990 Cmlifpj~pn'~1f!

continued from page 19)

Mobile Planetarium Shootout, delegates will
a
choice of two out of a multitude of half-day workshops.
The following are planned (aren't you sorry you have to
pick just two?):

*
*
*
*
*
*
,.

*
*
*
'"
'"

*
'"
'"

*

Astronomy education in big planetariums
Astronomy education in small planetariums
Astronomy education in mobile planetariums
Astronomy education in the classroom
Astronomy education at College and University
Public planetariums: Programming, management,
marketing
Interaction between planetarians and astronomers
Building a new planetarium
Mythology in the planetarium
Astrology in the planetarium
Science fiction in the planetarium
Fiction and poetry in the planetarium
International cooperation in the planetarium field
Public observatory
Small planetarium technology including special
effects
Exhibition techniques

Don't Go Home on

Spouses and Children win be Busy
While conference delegates are workshopping, their
spouses and children win have many different activities
to choose from. These include:

* Train to the city of Gavle on the coast of the Baltic
'"
'"

II-

*
'"

Sea with visit to Furuvik Park (combined Zoo and
Amusement Park)
Train to the town of Mora at Lake Siljan with visit to
the home of Swedish 19th century painter Anders
Zorn (famous for his beautiful bathing nudes)
Train to the town of Rattvik at Lake Siljan with visits
to idyllic lake-side church, Cultural House, water
playground,
beach
Bus to the city of Falun with visit to Dalarnas
Museum and
view
the top of the skijumping tower at Lugnet, site of 1991 Ski World
Championship
Bus to Omas with historic 15th century
Cottage (which played an important role in the Swedish
history) at Lake Runn
BorUinge city walk with shopping, parks, Geologic
Museum, etc

Tuesday and Wednesday
European Southern
respectively, are pl<3lnn.eu. There is a rumor
that a hospitality suite
Tuesday and
Wednesday nights ...

Back in

we are

hotels for a few hours of sleep. Just before lunch time,
an optional tour starts for the city of Tampere and for a
seminar on Video Projection. For those who prefer to
stay in Helsinki, there will be a sightseeing tour through
the city as well as to the University and its Observatory.
The ferry to Sweden leaves at 18:00-but if you want to
stay in Finland, or continue further east to the Soviet
Union, you can do so.
Deadlines and Costs
There are some important dates to remember: If you
want to contribute with a paper, your one-page abstract
(in English, clearly typed within 18x25 cm, that is 7x10")
must reach me not later than November 1, 1989. If you
want. an Invitation with registration form you must
send me a note-only those who have requested an
Invitation will receive one in January 1990.
There are two important deadlines next year: Your
registration for the post-conference tour must have
reached me by April 1, and your registration for the
conference by May 15. I cannot promise anyone a place
on board the ferry or in a BorIange hotel who hasn't met
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these deadlines.
Finally, a few lines on the costs. With
rency rates, the registration,
an
events from Sunday evening to Thur~;da.v e1ilernnl;!.
be about US $140. Hotel nights in Hotel \..:BaJtax(!n
nearby first class hotels cost
including a substantial buffet ore~aklrast tOula2:~et «ilCCOlmmodation at US $12 per night, no
is
able), The post-conference tour will cost about
with everything (except beverages> mCjlUaea. Lhlldlren
5-14 (tour 6-12) pay approximately half. I
estimates to hold quite well
costs are nej~O(]latE;!Q
and set); final costs win be given in the Invitation.
On behalf of Anita Liepe (Director
Museum), Mariana Back (Chairman of P',.r\O'1"~Tn
mittee), and the others in the IPS'90
mittee, I wish you very welcome to LJailaX,en, Knl'I.::iY\O"P
and Sweden in July 1990.

P. S.-See Terence Murtagh's note in his
Message on page 54 for information on air fares
North America.
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Th Effect of a Combination of
Laboratory Instruction in
of Stude
Spa ial
Mark S. Sonntag
Angelo State University
Angelo,
This research was conducted at Angelo State Univerthe summer, 1989 as a follow-up
to
work done the
1988). The
of this """""""1af"t-

Prior research has shown that men .....""""...,..'"
than do

n1I"O!3fo1l"

Hzed was a multi-factor an::lllv",,'1""
;:,piancU

Probabilities of No Significant Differences
Between Pretest and PosHest Scores

Spatial Ability PosHest
Mean Standard
Score Deviation
Total
Males
Females
Science
Nonscience

15.7
15.8
15.7
16.4
15.6

Probability

2.8

Total
Male
Female
Science
Nonsdence

2.7
3.0
3.2
2.8

The probability of no significant difference between
males and females on the posHest was found to be 0.88
and between science and nonscience majors was found
to be 0.47. Both females and nonscience majors gained
from pretest to posHest scores on spatial ability and
essentially "caught up to" the males and science majors.
The probabilities of no differences between pretest and
posttest scores within the various groups is given
below.

0.05
0.86
0.01
0.59
0.14

The results of this study do tend to confirm a differand
ence in spatial ability between males and
science majors and nonscience majors favoring males
and science majors. The study
shows that
ability scores can be improved for all students after
exposing them to hands-on laboratory activities and
planetarium demonstrations, and that those
low
in spatial ability (female, nonscience majors) can SH!TIUIcantly improve their spatial
scores and overcome
any initial deficiency they had
this construct. This

THE CONIC TC-/OI SOLAR SYSTEM

~~

."\

,

___

e
tt
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\

Conic

orr~ries

are used in

planetariums throughout the world.
With their unique ability to convert
instantly from a Heliocentric to a
Geocentric display, they provide
planetariums with exceptional
educational value.
Bright, colorJUl planet
imqges give sparkli~
aesthetic appeal to
planetarium programs.

'\

proJectors,
and Zooms ..
Conic projectors are capable
bei~ interfaced with computers
for precisiol1. multi-axis
motion control ..
CUSTOM PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

219 WORCESTER N.E. • GRANO RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49503 • PHONE [616] 451-0159
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Possibilities of No Significant Differences Between Pretest and PosHest Scores

20

15

Sc1ence
Male
Nonsc1ence
Female

O

o~ ~=-==--_ _

_

0

Science
Male
Female
Nonsc1ence

10

5

o
Pretest

Posttest

statistical interaction between gender, academic major,
and test scores is illustrated below.

Lord, Thomas B., "Enhancing the Visual-Spatial
tude of Students", Journal of Research in Science J'etAlChi:nK,
Vol. 22, No.5, pp. 507-516, 1984.

The results of this research support the proposition
that the typical elementary school teacher (female,
nonscience major) may score low on measures of spatial
ability but can significantly improve in this skill given
the appropriate training. Planetarium educators can
have an important positive impact on teacher education
by providing both preservice and inservice training for
teachers in the area of naked-eye positional astronomy,
with an emphasis on improving teachers' spatial ability.
This can serve the science education by helping to
improve astronomy teaching in the elementary school
curriculum.

Pallrand G. & Seeber, F., "Spatial Ability and
ment in Introductory Physics", Journal of ReseJlrch
ence Teaching, Vol. 21, No.5, pp. 507-516, 1984.
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Terence Murtagh
Planetarium Armagh
College Hill, Armagh
Northern Ireland, UK
I have just returned from our Executive Council meeting in Athens and am pleased to be able to report that
we really got a lot of work done. In a later issue Jerry
Mallon, IPS executive secretary, will detail some of the
decisions and their implications. In the meantime let me
say how impressed we all were with the work of last
year's task forces. Their reports to Council have led to
the establishment of a number of new Committees and I
feel that their operation is going to enliven the activities
of IPS for many years to come.
Remember that we're always looking for people to
help keep the organization going. Please feel free to put
yourself forward for work on the Committees. Just let
Jerry Mallon know of your interest and he'll do his best
to see if there's something suitable for you.
At the meeting we established a number of new
financial structures for IPS to bring our operations more
into line with common business practice. For example,

we will now operate to an approved budget,
bearers or committee chairs will have to
gets and have these approved before
made. It may sound rather beaurocratic but
it will enable us to plan more carefully, prioritize ov'n.on_
diture, and be more accountable to you the me'mtl~rs
our use of your subscriptions.
1n'll"C...... !:I>lI"O

We had a detailed and sometimes heated
on our partial sponsorship of the uUniverse in the Classroom," the educational publication of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific. There have been reports that some
members have not been receiving their copies and if
you are one of these please let us know about it. We
have decided to continue our masthead co-sponsorship
of UJ.C. for another twelve months and your comments
win be passed on to Andrew Fraknoi of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The Feeling of Council is that
despite the problems it is good for IPS to be so
associated with such a high quality publication,
UJI.,.... u;;:,.,lI\J•.u

Pictured in front of the Partienon is the IPS Executive Council and European members of IPS.
The meeting was held in July and was hosted by Dennis Simopoulos of the Eugen.ides Planetarium Athens.
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Clf'CUJaUon. However it is
us know what you
54 there are details
special rec:lUc:ea
travel from the United
to
this
and if possible
make use of
service for
travel next
It
could save a lot of time and
and hopej:uU
mrmev as well.
In Athens we were provided with
of
'90. It certainly
inbere~)til1lg
I do hope
win try to attend. Remember also that
an optional
to Finland to visit the
there will
II·j.'''''.... L.'''' ~CleltlCe Centre and a video
at Tamto be a great deal nal)pen1l1li!
eclipse. However, be '1A,Y!:llYn£vi
not be too dear. If
not book a
to
reputalble British
me that it
...........,ILIl" ......

from the new Astronaut Memorial
at
and from the
Science Centre in Pn1r't1~lnrl
on and start tlnamlg
Its also time to start thi:nkiing
tions for 1996. I know
tnolugnts about another inv'itatioln; ntPl't"~r~<I:
another hurot>ea.n
Australia or H!lI1,A7~11'1
Last December I

back from Australia I stOlDD€~
in Honolulu. Ken
to show me around and I was
at the tremendous
of
has been done over
also had an excellent sound ~'\tT'~h:>1~
.... ""n,... .... PII!:lln.Oo.~lMlnm

some
the numerous new
jects
underway or
More about
anon.

'!;;A\.'!;;J.JI.,!;;A u.

received a wonderful surprise from Ken WilWe
son, host of
'88 in Richmond. It came in the form of
cnE~Ule for over
which
an unexC!'1Y.,....11C! from conference fees
and ven...... ,,, .... ,... We were able to use this
to secure
the U.S. and secure
cheap
strings" fares
special accommodation for the 1992 conference in Salt
heartfelt thanks to Ken & Eric for a
Lake
conference
dona Hon to our
funds.
COJiltererl.ce were reviewed.
date
ae~ClSllon will not be

is a mine
He also has a
take on other prOjec1:s.

h a ...uA.AA ......

The Zeiss Planetarium Artis which is situated in a beautiful garden
His work is excellent and he has made a number of
models for me at very competitive prices. These include
detailed models of Phobos and Giotto. Last year about
180,000 people visited the planetarium, which seats
about 328, and on average about seven shows per day
are given. This doesn't include visitors to the quite
extensive exhibit area around the planetarium. Initially
there was a very extensive exhibition of Soviet hard-

zoo in

ware, but this has now
by a new
permanent exhibition on an astronomical theme.
is
tainly if you come to Europe next
beautiful city to visit and I know you will be certain
very warm welcome at the
Don't
about the Omniversum at the
lJilk!istar
Omnimax and is a short train
the station at Schipol airport itself.

Part of the newly completed exhibit area.

Travel Together To IPS'90
Special Fare Plans
The 1990 Biennial Conference of the International
Planetarium Society will be held in BorUinge Sweden
July 15-19 1990. There will be an optional post conference tour to Stockholm, Helsinki and Tampere including the chance to see a total solar eclipse on July 22nd
1990. This will certainly be an experience that all those
involved with planetariums will not want to miss.

Please note that questions or reservations should
made directly to the travel agency, not to IPS
committee chairs. These should be
...,";1 ........ 111;'
the seats will be on a "first come first "'''''''··H/O,i'''iI''
Special thanks to IPS secretirv
man, and Carolyn Petersen for
this benefit
members.
Take .,V"-'-AU... note of the .........,.. .. ""

To help facilitate travel to the conference, particularly
for those from North America, the IPS has arranged for
group travel to the conference. Return travel can be personalized to suit. These plans will ensure that members
will receive low fares with fewer restrictions, and have
the opportunity to travel together with fellow planetarians and their families.

206,
nWiae~lprua,

lJo-nlnc."hT!:I,nl!l1

19107

735-0090

Davis
To guarantee that fares will not increase beyond the
quoted price, the Executive Council of IPS has approved
a $1,000 deposit to the travel agency. Should prices
come down the costs will be reduced accordingly. This
deposit removes many of the restrictions usually associated with less expensive tickets. Also although all
members will need to leave from the same city (New
York) to start the trip, you will be free to make your
own return plans. Some of you may wish to coordinate
your plans and travel together, as a subgroup, to other
cities or countries in Europe or return directly after the
conference. Those interested should contact the travel
agent directly to discuss such plans.
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If prices come down costs will be reclUcea. _"."" . . . .,,.........
prices available on request.

Contact travel agent
York
IPS Conference Travel Chair:
Secretary

on

to

Mallon Executive

What's New
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
Perhaps the first new item I should mention is the
new "What's New" associate editor. I've always
enjoyed this column as a treasury of useful and interesting information, and I hope to continue it in the fine tradition of previous associate editors James Brown and
Arthur Barton.
I expect to employ a very broad definition of the
word "new". I figure if I haven't seen or heard of something, or if something has changed or is different than it
used to be, it's new to me. And if it's new to me, maybe
it's new to you, too. So venders, let me know what
you're newly vending. And colleagues, please pass
along any tips or information you may have on new
products, equipment, techniques, programs, or ways of
doing business. Where appropriate, I'll offer an honest
if personal opinion, and include yours, too, if you care
to offer one. When possible, I'll try to include list prices
of items for sale.

As with aU feature departments of The Planetarian,
this column depends largely on you the membership for
material. So don't be strangers; let me know what's new
in your professional lives and experiences.
Tapes of the Night Sky Reprised
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific is offering a
new and revised version of its very popular Tapes of the
Night Sky, first developed by Tom Gates in 1976.

Tapes is-in A.S.P.'s own words-"designed to help
beginners get oriented in the sky and learn some astronomy and mythology as they become familiar with the
best-known celestial 'guideposts' ... Many colleagues
have urged us to update this useful educational tool
and to make it available to a much wider segment of the
public."
Each Tapes kit consists of two cassette tapes containing four audio programs on the prominent stars and
constellations of each season. Also included is a 6O-page
booklet with full transcripts of the tapes, observing
instructions, simple star maps, and a resource list-all
attractively packaged in a box a little larger than a VHS
videotape container. The cost of the kits (retail, I presume) is $16.95.
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Pleasantly narrated by Sherwood 'Harrington,
education coordinator, the tapes use the handy
intended) "fist-width" unit of sky measure. And if ever
you lose your way among the directions and fist-widths
this way and that, you can always stop and go back and
listen again-which is one of the real advantages
tapes.

If I had a qUibble, it would be that a few of the constellation diagrams inserted among the booklet's transcripts are not oriented in the same way that
being described in the adjacent text (Ursa Major,
example), and a few others-like Perseus-are not
drawn the same on the star maps as in the diagrams; I
wonder if this might not create small confusions for
uninitiated.
But this is an entirely minor point. Tapes is, in my
opinion, an excellent educational aid very wen executed
by A.S.P.-and a great idea! A.S.P. is currently ma.kiI1lg
an effort to market Tapes to planetarium and museum
gift shops; address your requests to Shawn l..O(:'kVPllf'
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 390 Ashton
San Francisco, California 94112, U.S.A. Proceeds
the sales go to support educational projects of the soci..
ety. A good item to stock, this.
Music from the Universe
The Science Museum of Virginia has announced
release of Volume One of its new Universe Musical
Library. The volume comprises more 50 minutes
background music by Barry Hayes, including original
pieces composed for the museum's Ethyl Universe Planetarium as well as lovely renditions of Debussy's
de Lune and Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata.
The music comes in ch~ome cassette form with Dolby
B noise reduction. (Other formats are possible by special
arrangement.> The tape includes a 1 kHz level tone at
the start, with IO-second voice announcements of title
and duration ahead of each piece-very good for keeping track of which piece is which. Also included in the
package are helpful hints on dubbing a "safety" copy,
and a mini-questionnaire giving users an opportunity to
provide feedback.
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ear, and the cassette ..............
we
ran it thr'ou.Q:h
system. It's good,
solid
background music, with a nice
of selections, useful either in show mixes or as
music. And it's Illegal." You get unlimited inhouse performance and synchronization rights for use
in planetarium shows. Any other use requires written
permission, so check first.
A ....." .....

Definitely worth a listen, this music from the Universe sells for $35 (U.S. funds), For information, write:
Attn: Music
Vir-

or
or
more u ............""·..""..1,..,
can be contacted at the above ad~jre~ss.
not come with a
list.
for the

In the
lack of

,o....f ...i,on ...Ui'll"\oc,r:."

II• ..

sn()W-I:K'It"n

brought a
items to my attention.
First is a set of oversized

T'\,;..,• .; ..... ,'"••

offered

Paul

.iVU~'I..J'-=lltX of Visual Vacations.
"Greetings from the
Sv!...tpm" series indudes bright, cartoon-style cards

and
other objects, an presented
as
attraction. The cards
the objects'
names with
fact to fancy
with
but
narratives on the back.
om;tcards on the Milky Way and
I

April writes:
they are colorful, amusing, and
mostly accurate. I'm planning to use them with kids in
our Space Explorers program. They
make clever
announcements about upcoming sky
or neat
note cards, or give inspiration for posters, or provide a
smile on an off day." I can't say it any better than that,
and can only add that they might also make a great novelty item for your
shop.
/I

Now, as a Di{!dsl'ir
with a brand new
toward ........ ,..........",..... nfriendlier to use .
Box.

•••

The postcards
for 50¢ apiece, or $7.50 for the solar
system set of 14 cards ($5.00 for additional sets after the
first).
wholesale
is $4.00 per
or $3.60
dozen. Write Visual
Box 7384, Salem, Oregon
97303 for more information.

or
COltlUrme button
with attendant (UtJtlCtlli-

l:,,,,, .......""

It is-as its name su~~ests--a
Dis:risbu 01Der.atirlg s'V'sb::om.
tains 25
grammed seclue]nce~s.
trolhow
A'c!~l,~uc~
to adjust panel
uses,
device can be configured to act as a mini-manual
tarium console, able to
an basic
etarium· display and motion
as wen as
tiate show seQlue:nCE~.

be linked to the
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and we were on our
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spheric $2,000.00 for a set of five stunning McCall
Apollo program lithographs. Most of the prints and lithographs are under $50.00 (the price goes up for matted

or framed
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(Secondary, continued from page 25.)

Out
attempt to name the star before the other team is given
their opportunity. When the first team has completed
their round, repeat the procedure with the other team.
This process of locating stars by coordinates and then
naming them by sight or with the help of a due, should
continue for the length of the class period. Preferably
the dassroom teacher (or if necessary, the planetarium
can serve as the score keeper, keeping track of
accumulated by each team. At the end of the
the winning team should be announced
be awarded (This can
from a
nu:ssea homework, to ice cream
lesson
eve""",·r..n.1".<!!Il~""'oClI of coordinates
areas of
>J........... ""'..",

ouc.~u'noforpalrtiC'lpaltinlg

lesson has been shown to be .0"'.,...0 ....... 01 .. '
relntC)rCllnQ" some of the COIlcepts
middle school
SlgmtllCa1U tool for OOtlCanOlll.

":.1"~nll{l>

Musical Clues to the Stars
The list is
cal dues" to su~~e:st
You
to students
You
a list
of constellation or star names, and ask the students to
then
list songs that might match them. Students
that contain the
bring to school the records or
a master set
be
As
an
you
students after
ticipated in the lesson to submit dues to use
lessons.

lAter Years

At a recent conference, an infonnal discussion was
held between two planetarians who were weighing the
merits of in-house versus purchased show productions.
One of the participants, wishing to open the topic up for
debate among his colleagues, suggested it be perused in
Forum. An unprecedented number of responses to the
following question was received.
It has been suggested thtzt it is "bad fonn" for a large planetarium to purchase outside show productions, i.e. in-house
productions are of higher quality than anything purchased.
Yet most planetaria can't maintain a staff size adequate to
produce "in-house, quality" shows. (A staff of eight was considered a minimum.) Based on your experience, do you agree
or disagree?

Planetarians invited to participate included representatives of large and small facilities, who are known to
buy and/or sell shows or produce only in-house shows.
If you have additional comments, please submit them to
Lonny Baker by October 5 to be included in the Decemissue The Planetarian.

What is "quality"?
This question is specific enough that we can't deal in
generalities. All in-house shows are not excellent, nor
are aU purchased shows inferior. Many factors come
into play when you are trying to produce "quality". The
grandest facility can produce poor examples of in-house
shows, while a $75 show kit may produce one of the
best shows you've ever seen.

#Quality" comes not from $$, or
it was
duced in-house
but from the little
like masking out ooc:.k.e-rolltnds.
from decades of use, ""·.. ~·
tangles), getting a narrator
the music with the inflomrlation
making the show entertaining
decades ago). Also, you've
to
comprehension of the ......'.........
place. Would you understand that eX1:>IaltlatlOn
tivity in your show without pn~:Xlsung kl:10"vledQ'{~l
After all, we're doing it for
t ....

..... ,.".

4 ....: ....

Even though it's not an
pursue with
in
take to aut:omtaUlcalJlv
below", Yes they're
different facilities,
cial capabilities
as COinput~~r graVthI<:S
star), but they may be better
a
the
a sharp stick. Just as the quality of an in-house
dependent on
can't Ft................"' .. ,..."....
talking about
The only QUE~st1(m
your criteria
where it came

Does the show look good? Does it relay information
adequately and successfully? Does the audience leave
feeling that they'd like to come back? The answers to
these questions are not based on the origin of the show.
Colleagues have told us that McDonnell Star Theater
presentations are "good". We like to think that we
deliver a "quality" product. If so, it is not because we're
able to throw gobs of money and a huge staff at it.

*****
Outside show productions can be
etariums such as mine!

n1l"j:l...

~::ll'llTiP>1M:.!

for

My facility is a "smaller" (30-ft/65 seat/one person
staff) planetarium and, since it is a school district
owned planetarium in an area already served by four
museum and college/university planetariums that
maintain regular schedules of public presentations, it
has as its primary target grade-level school programs. I
do, however, present free, public programs on special
occasions. Each program for elementary students is a
mixture of live and recorded portions. There is a different program for each grade level with content specific
to that grade's curriculum. Secondary programs supplement the students' studies, are fully recorded presentations, and are often adaptations of suitable programs
purchased from larger planetariums.
I have very limited production time, financial
resources and prod uction facili ties: a darkroom, small
workroom/ storage area, homebuilt light table, slide
storage cabinet containing about 2000 "library slides",
moderate copy stand and slide duplicator, and my own
photographic equipment. Recording, mixing, and editing are done in the planetarium chamber. Recording
original narration must also be done in less than 50minute sessions or after school hours due to the periodic influx of outside sounds (bells, class transition
noises, P A announcements, etc.).

and adapt productions or parts of
needs. Most of the producers also
mission to use parts of their programs
other in-house productions if credit is
certainly no artist and cannot travel to
nomicaI sites, many slides from outside pn:>dll1ctlOflS
have become part of my master slide
though I may not have ever used the original pf()gr~am
at all or in its entirety.
There may be some one person out
who has the classic "narrator" voice, is a
produce the necessary sound effects,
music, mixing, recording, photography,
mounting, dissolve sequences, title lettering, and can
execute adequate darkroom techniques in the little time
afforded a one-man operation, but I've yet to meet
her. Actually, many of us have some, or
preceding skills, and the commercially ObltaU1OO show
materials can fin in the inadequacies for us. I, for one,
am forever grateful for their availability.
'em
corning!

Although a purchased program is hardly ever suitable "as is," I can, even with my limited facilities, edit

Grand Prairie ISD l'lanet:artum
Grand Prairie, Texas

*****

What of The Future?

The Greenhouse E
Explore the future with StarTheatre's The Greenhouse
Effect. Audiences will
through time to discover what
our world could be
20 or 30 years
now if
Global Warming continues at
rate.
The show ends on a hopeful note telling people
to
changes in our
they can do
world tomorrow.
Promotional .............................~'" are
show module.

To order your show package
call: (203) 236-STAR.

StarTheatre

StarTheatre Productions" 102 Lancaster Road" West Hartford, Connecticut 06119 .. (203) 236-782
'For use v.ith aMaclntmh computer and laser printer. Statfrack and StarWares are trademark., of St:mTheatre Productions, Macintosh Is a trademark 0{ Apple Computer, Inc. 01989 LmCllllter Communications

to

must be
latest il"n£~ .... .oc
or do'wnnlalV
ries which have ~"K''''£l.n incorrect or fallen from scientific favor.

A caUIUOlO,

*****

Answer: In
at
environment
entire show in-house. As an ...... ,r"Io'@'·n-1"~~I"\111
SUNY Oswego I worked in the
planetarium on
campus and there was nothing in tenns of
staff or facilities. Earning my Master's degree at Michigan State's Abrams Planetarium, there were
five of
us producing shows; we really
to hustle to tum out
the same kind of product as in Rochester. At the Albert
Einstein Planetarium we've had a mix of both large and
at both
small staff approaches. In essence, I have
ends of the spectrum and at a few places in between.
When I started in Washington, 11 years ago, we had
our own technicians and a non-astronomical artist/
photographer. Soundtracks were always contracted out
through a local studio. Today we use only composers
who have a lot of planetarium experience to handle our
original sound tracks.
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these elements available to the planetarium community
at large.)
In the long run it may be the lowest common denominators that will prove to be the most useful to the field
as a whole. This doesn't mean that there isn't a place for
complete show kit packages. It's just that we need to
consider other alternatives.
Tom Callen
Program Resource Manager
Albert Einstein Planetarium
Washington, D.C.

*****
I think it is "bad form" for large theaters to purchase
entire shows.
1) For the most part I think we can produce a better
product suited for our audience.
2) For the public that travels around the country visiting science museums, the last thing they want to see is
the same show they saw in their home town planetarium.

3) I believe the planetarium also has a responsibility
to adapt their show for their respective communities or

audiences.
I will say, though, that we have readily 0011l2tlt
als from institutions around the country to augtller\t
visual production of the show.
I know several theaters have had
runs
"traveling" shows such as the "Last Question." But
have never played a non-Fembank preX111ce(l 1)ro~~a]rn
in our theater.

As far as staff size is concerned, it is true
have to have a large staff or a large budget to DUlrcn,ase
services from the outside. Fernbank Science
lucky to have a large enough excellent staff to SU[)oort
the operation of our theater: 6 on the art staff who
duce some of the finest art in the business, 3 tec.nru,cal
staff members (one of whom is responsible for
production), a staff photographer, carpenter, electrlClaltlu
and last but not least 3 folks (including
write and produce 4 children's shows, 3
and 1 Christmas show a year, not inC:lu(llng
shows (we have 8 of those which change
Our theater has benefited from using
and advice from other organizations but we have no
elseplans in the future to actually run shows
where.
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Sheldon Schafer
Planetarium Director
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Science
Illinois
*****

priced" staff for "low-priced" outhouse (as opposed to
in-house) show kits? ... without realizing that almost as
much effort is necessary to install a canned show as an
original one.
Of course it is possible! But the benefits which accrue
to the staff, the audience, and the institution from inhouse production make it worth the risk. The increased
feeling of self-worth, the sense of ownership and the
heightened flow of creative juices are benefits from such
an endeavor which will propagate through time. Put
another way, in-house production is a form of staff
development-an essential form for the planetarium!

It is the unanimous opinion of this modestly-sized
staff that from time to time, we must do our own productions: once per year, twice per year, once every
other year-as often as we are able without compromising on quality or suffering complete exhaustion. Rather
than being in "bad form," we owe it to ourselves and
the our audiences.

Dave Linton, Director
Staerkel Planetarium
Parkland College
Champaign, Illinois

*****

First of all, who said it takes a staff
duce "in-house, quality" shows? I don't know of
planetaria that have eight full-time positions dplrntfPrl
entirely to production. Yes, it does take a
effort to produce a good show, yet even if a
unlimited staff and resources, that alone does not necessarily guarantee quality."
II

One could argue about what is "quality:" an orijginaI
orchestral score, world-class narration, authentic m(~p,s
ing, intricately painted panoramas, location Dhotc.2I'jflphy, or inspirational writing that conveys emotion as
well as information. Some of these are merely
duction values. Quality can be assessed on many
and in some ways, one person can succeed
may fail.
Considering all of this, why should it be "bad
for a '1arge" planetarium to purchase outside 'II"'\"'' ' ' ' 'U.If''I_
tions? There seem to be more reasons for than agc:lin:st
such purchases.
Why reinvent the wheel or the solar system or the
space program or the big bang? Most show PfC)dtlCelrs
will gladly send you a demo, and while the
not be exactly the way I would have done it,
still quite acceptable. With a little modification,
replacing or augmenting existing visuals, OOllttI1l2
soundtrack, or the creative use of special effects,
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One of my favorite "tricks" in the book is the following:
36 inches = 1 yard
Divide both sides by 4
9 inches = 1/4 yard
Take the square root of both sides
-../9 inches = "1/4 yard
i.e. 3 inches = 1/2 yard
Unfortunately, there are billions and billions of people
out there who will firmly believe I just proved that 3
inches equals 1/2 of a yard.
It seems as if every book review I've ever read always
lists errors and criticisms. Well, I don't have enough
math training to locate errors, so I'll have to settle for
criticisms. If there is any criticism to be leveled, it is that
I would have liked more examples (I work on the concrete level) and at times Paulos' conclusions were
drawn too quickly for my concrete mind. The book
makes one think and scared at the same time. People in
the planetarium business have been talking about science literacy for a long time. We should join with our
cousins, the mathematicians, and talk of "math and science literacy." Like science, math has some very practical applications in everyday life. Now I have to go back
and read this book again!

But I digress.
You might have expected Arthur
odyssey with those enigmatic black D\OlnOUU1lS
2001 and 2010) to reveal new and unexpected insjights
into the intelligence behind
solar system. Nope.
Instead, what we get is a mention of the state
planetarium in 2061; "the ... versatile electronic SV5itern.
The whole of the great dome was, essentially, a
television screen, made up of thousands of 5et)ar,ate
panels, on which any conceivable image
played." (Sign me up! No doubt Evans & Sutherland's
next offering!)
We also re-acquaint ourselves with the eternal
Heywood J. Floyd, now 103
young. This time
the honored guest on the maiden
of a
interplanetary spaceliner on its
to meet
HaUey's Comet at perihelion (a
you knew there was
something familiar about the
2061, didn't
L

_________ _

In his defense, I must say that Clarke has incortmrated
some of the most recent information about
gleaned from data returned by the international
of rendezvous spacecraft in 1986. While his actual
with, and EV As on the comet's
may sound a little
does ,. . ...."'.....
aficionados with a good dose of IntomrtatlOn
they (at least this particular one) are ht:>1'iA'l;rorf
So, if you're
around for some
information on comets for
(and have no other reference >;;;OJ""'.""';;;'
than nothing.
..-11.."

2061: Odyssey Three, Arthur C. Clarke, Del
Rey, 1987 Paperback, ISBN 0-345-35879-1, 273
Reviewed by Laura Kyro, S1. Louis Science Center
Yes, I know that popular science fiction works are not
exactly the stuff out of which the Book Reviews column
is made in The Planetarian. Nevertheless, any mention of
a planetarium or of astronomical topics in a work
created for the general public is a personal thrill. I'm
sure that each of you probably feel a similar pulsequickening perturbation when you're watching a 1V
show or a movie and catch sight of a planetarium or an
observatory in the scene. Or perhaps you shine with a
of pride when you mention to an acquaintance
part of Rebel Without A Cause took
at Griffith.
Unfortunately, they probably portray the function of a
planetarium/ observatory incorrectly (boy, that 12 inch
refractor must be a good one to be able to track that satellite!), but at least it's there, available to nonVld~It:I[MJl4U>:S. and it's our profession!
Ahem.
that we planetarians
Anyway, I'm a firm
should remain aware of all generally available, astronomical information our audiences might be coming in
with. At least then we know what we're fighting.
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Much attention is also
to the new 'star' Lucifer
(an ignited Jupiter
at the end of 2010), and
this new radiation source affects
forms
in the moon ........,'UOIL)·u.
in planets, and
fusion
recent brouhaha) also are m€~ntionled.
While 2061: Odyssey Three isn't the epic work it
have been (and what, indeed, ever is?),
include his signature enigmatic O"'f~''''''"",,
I never have understood his endings.

0

It is a mistake to believe that a science consists in nol:tllritQ
conclusively proved propositions, and it is unjust to aer,nar,Ul
that it should. It is a demand only made by those

craving for authority in some form and a need to
religious catechism by something else, even
be a SOjmtim.c
one.
-Sigmund
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Guidelines for Contributors
Articles: The Planetarian (ISN 090-3213) welcomes submissions that would be of interest
tarium staff. Preference is given to articles that closely relate to the philosophy, management,
technical aspects, or history of planetariums, and to ideas that can readily be incorporated
planetarium programs.
Text: The Planetarian is prepared on a Macintosh computer and LaserWriter printer. Text
mately needs to be in computer-readable form and can be submitted in these ways:
1) mailed on a Macintosh disk (most preferable); BOOk disks OK; MS Word, Ready,Set,Go!,
and unformatted text are acceptable;
2) over the telephone via CompuServe as electronic mail; send to John Mosley, ID# 74156,473,
as unformatted text; end the article with "The End;"
3) mailed as unformatted text on an IBM or Apple II prodos disk (please strip out control
acters); double-sided disks OK; 5 1/4 -inch disks only;
4) mailed as typed copy on paper;
5) by FAX; call for the number.
Articles that are sent on disk or through CompuServe should be accompanied by one printed or
FAXed copy that notes italics, boldface, Greek letters, accent marks, and other formatting instructions and special characters that are lost when transmitting unformatted text. Or special formatting instructions can be described in a note at the conclusion of the text.
Illustrations: All illustrations, both line drawings and photographs, should be r~1''ln~11''~_·r~~,l'11.T
Photographs should be full size b/w prints, and I will reduce them to fit. Line drawings can
submitted full size or the size that they
appear when printed. All illustrations should
accompanied by captions. Please allow a 3/4-inch bottom margin on full-page illustrations.
be submitted on disk
that allows
trations prepared on a Macintosh computer
greatest flexibility in sizing them properly. The inclusion of good illustrations is encouraged.
Style: Please refer to a current issue of The Planetarian and make your style consistent with
journal's. Double-check the spelling of proper nouns, and please include accent marks.
Deadlines: The Planetarian is published quarterly with cover dates of March, June, September,
and December (the equinoxes and solstices). The final deadlines for all submissions, including
advertisements, are January 21, April 21, J~y 21, and October 21.
Address inquiries and submissions to:
John Mosley, Executive Editor
Griffith Observatory
2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, California 90027
213-663-4323 (direct line, cannot leave message)
213-664-1181 (Observatory board, can leave message)
CompuServe 74156,473
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